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1. Introduction 
The theory of generalized solutions to nonlinear differential equations of 
the type 
24, + 2 dfi(t, x, 2.4) = a@, x, u), 
i=t dxi 
&f& w)=fx,+fuuxi’ (x=x*,...,x,)E n?” 
I 
(1.1) 
subject to the initial condition 
40, x) = u,(x), (1.2) 
has been of interest for many years. An important subclass of equations of 
the type (1.1) are those in which the spatial derivative is taken along the 
direction of a divergence-free vector-valued function, i.e., 
u, + v’ * [v’(x) f(t, x, u)] = a@, x, u), (1.3) 
v‘ * v’(x) = 0. (1.4) 
A function u(t, x) is a generalized, or weak, solution to (1.3) if it satisfies 
the equation 
I [upt +f(t, x, u) u’(x) - v’u, - 4t9 x3 ubl dx dt t>. 
+ 
i 
uo(x) ~(0, x) dx = 0 (1.5) 
I==0 
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for all cp E CA. If Y’(x) is not differentiable, then (1.4) is interpreted in the 
weak sense as 
I v’(x) . qo dx = 0 (1.6) 
for all q E Ci. 
In a previous paper [I], to be referred to subsequently as I, we considered 
Eq. (1.5) subject o (1.6) and (1.2) in a parallelepiped, 0, with a(& x, u) = 0 
and various conditions imposed on v’, f and uO. It was assumed that v’(x) was 
of bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli-Cesari, locally positive in a 
particular set of perpendicular directions, and that v’ had bounded variation 
along these directions. The function f was taken as a function of u only and 
it was assumed to be continuously differentiable with f’ > 0. The initial 
condition, u,, was assumed to be of bounded variation. Under these 
conditions, existence of a solution of bounded variation was proved by using 
compactness arguments to extract a convergent subsequence from a set of 
functions of uniformly bounded variation. 
In Part 1 of this paper, we consider Eq. (1.5) with a non-zero source term 
a(& x, u) and generalize f to be a function of t and x as well. The assumption 
of positivity of the derivative is dropped. The basic strategy of the proof is 
similar to that in I: we mollify v’(x) by means of a convolution and then 
obtain a coordinate transformation W: (x, y) -+ (x’, v’). In the transformed 
equation the differentiation in the new variables is only in terms of x’; the 
v’(x) has been incorporated into the coordinate system. Estimates in terms of 
the new variables can then be obtained using methods similar to those of 
Oleinik [2A] and Conway and Smoller [5]. We present an analysis of a 
generalized version of this transformed equation as it extends the work of 
Oleinik and Conway and Smoller. Upon obtaining the uniformly bounded 
variation estimates we then show that there exists a solution and that it is of 
bounded variation in the original variables. 
In Part 2 we consider systems of equations 
$ + v’ * [V’(X)fi(t, x, u, )...) U,)] = aj(t3 4 u1 Ye*1 U,) (1.7) 
(j = l,..., m), 
in a domain R c Rz and then R c R” and show that such a system reduces 
to a system in one dimension. The condition on v’ and f are the same as in 
Part 1. Thus any solution to the analogous one-dimensional problem would 
solve the two-dimensional problem. For Q c R*, the basic idea of the proof 
is the same transformation of coordinates. 
For Q c R’ we use a less explicit transformation and require ZE C* and 
again reduce the problem to a one-dimensional situation. 
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PART 1 (SECTIONS 2-4) 
2. Basic Transformation 
We consider Eq. (1.5) in the domain R= {(x,y): O<x<X, O< y< Y} 
subject to initial condition (1.2) and require the velocity field v’(x) to be 
divergence-free in the sense of (1.6). In addition we make the following 
assumptions on v’(x). 
A. Boundedness 
The following bounds are satisfied by v’ on the domain L? = {(x, y): 
o<x<x, o< y< Y}: 
B. Bounded Variation 
The velocity field v’(x, y) is of bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli- 
Cesari [denoted GE BV] in the domain a. That is, it is in L,(a) and 
J 1 Dvil dx dy E SUP J Vi div up dx dy < M, (i = 1, 2), 
R 0 
where the sup is over all cp = (cpl, qp2) E CA(n) such that ] ~(x, y)l < 1. 
C’. Local Positivity 
The velocity field 5(x, y) = [v,(x, y), v*(x, y)] satisfies the following 
inequalities on the simply connected compact domain K: 
v,(x, Y) > 4 v*(x, Y> 2 4 
where 6 > 0. 
D’. Variation Bounded along Principal Axes 
The velocity field, v’, satisfies the variation bounds 
where M4 and M5 are independent of y, and the derivatives are understood to 
be in the generalized sense of limits of regularized derivatives. As in I, the 
conditions C’ and D’ may be generalized to conditions C and D below. 
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C. Local Positivity 
The domain R can be covered by a finite collection of simply connected 
closed sets K, ,..., K, corresponding to a set of n pairs of principal axes (unit 
vectors) (Fj, Pi), such that the intersection Ki n Ki+ i contains a closed ball 
for each i < n - 1 and there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
D. Variation Bounded along Principal Axes 
On each domain Kj, 1 < j < n, with principal axes { fj, ii } as defined in 
C, one has 
where M4 and M, are independent of rf and the derivatives are in the 
generalized sense of limits of regularized derivatives. 
The function f(t, x, U) is twice continuously differentiable and a(t, x, u) is 
continuously differentiable, and q,(x) is of bounded variation in the sense of 
Tonelli-Cesari. 
Assume initially that v’(x) E C”. We present a different and simpler 
approach to the transformation used in I. We seek a transformation of coor- 
dinates: 
w: (x, Y) + (x’, Y’), 
ax ax -- 
w= 
ax’ ay’ 
i 1 
aY aY ’ -- 
ax’ ay’ 
(2-l) 
such that 
(4 v’ * v’u, = alp/ax’, 
(b) Jacobian = det W = 1. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Remark. Condition (a) implies that W must have the form 
w= v1 “1 ) 
( -1 v2 w2 
(2.4) 
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for, applying the chain rule, one has by (a) 
Choosing q = x and then cp = 4’ in (2.5) implies (2.4). Note that t3, and Gz, 
which are yet to be determind, are not, in general, equal to W, and w2 in I. 
LEMMA 2.1. #Given v’(x) E C” such that v,(x) > 0, Q(X) > 0 in 0, a 
necessary and suficient condition for the existence of a coordinate transfor- 
mation satisfying (a) and (b) is that u’(x) be divergence-free. 
Proof: Given any point x E R, there exists a non-singular coordinate 
transformation if the vector fields are linearly independent and one has the 
consistency relations [ 61 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
If condition (b) is satisfied then the linear independence is necessarily 
satisfied. Condition (b) along with (2.6) and (2.7) imply the following set of 
equations: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Using the chain rule and (2.4), Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) may be shown to be 
equivalent o 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Solving (2.8) for $‘2 and substituting into (2.11) and (2.12) one has, upon 
multiplying (2.11) by v2 and (2.12) by v,, 
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- au, v2 au, 
o,w,ax+v,ay+ 
v$, au, --- 
4 ay 
zI u aa, v2aGq 
2 1 ax 2ay ' 
Subtracting (2.13) from (2.14) one has 
v’ * v’(x) = 0. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Hence, if v’ is not divergence-free then the consistency relations (2.6) and 
(2.7) are incompatible and no such transformation exists. If ii is divergence- 
free then a transformation of coordinates will exist provided there exists a 
smooth solution G, to (2.13) and u, , u2 are strictly positive. i 
If Eq. (2.13) is integrated along characteristics and conditions A, C’, D’ 
are also satisfied, then one may obtain explicit expressions for 6, and G1 and 
prove (see I for details) 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf v’E C”, v’. v’= 0 and v’ satisfies conditions A, C’, D’ 
then there exists a coordinate transformation (2.1) satisfying (a) and (b) 
such that 3, and fi2 are uniformly bounded (i.e., bounded by a constant 
which depends only on the constants in the conditions listed above). 
With this transformation, Eq. (1.5) becomes 
J [ 
iipt+f(t,x’, y’.P)-& cT(t, x’, y’, Z&I 
Is-0 1 dx’ dy’ dt 
+ I,=, zio(x’, y’) cp(0, x’, y’) dx’ dy’ = 0 (2.16) 
subject o initial conditions 
U(0, x’, y’) = iio(x’, y’) = uo(x, y), (2.17) 
where U(t, x’, y’) = u(t, x, y) and similarly for f and a. i 
In the next section, we obtain bounds for the discretized analog of (2.16). 
3. Estimates on Finite D@erence Equation 
In the usual differential form, Eq. (2.16) is written 
aa a - 
z + &(t, x', y’, C) = qt, x', y’, U). (3.1) 
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In this section we apply finite difference methods to obtain boundedness and 
bounded variation estimates. By repeatedly using the mean value theorem it 
is possible to obtain these results in arbitrary dimension without making 
some of the technical assumptions of Oleinik [2-4] (in one dimension) or the 
assumption that f is a function of C only and d = 0 (as in Conway and 
Smoller [5]). S ince these results are extensions which may be of interest in 
their own right, we present hem for the general equation 
(3.2) 
(with the usual initial conditions) and omit the primes and bars for the 
remainder of this section. 
We discretize space-time by introducing 
t = kh, x = nq, y=w, (x, Y> E 0, t E [O, El, (3.3) 
where h, p, q are positive real numbers and k, n, m are integers with k being 
non-negative. We write the finite difference quation: 
1 
Uk+',- Uk 
n.m 
4' 
k 
n+l,m + Un-l,m + uZ,m+I + ui,m-ll 
- ha(k, n, m, &,J, (3.4) 
where f(k, n, m, uz,,) = f(kh, nq, mp, ui,,), etc. 
The following assumptions are made on the functions and grid spacing: 
I. The function a(t, x, y, U) is a continuously differentiable function of its 
arguments and satisfies the bounds 
A = sup ICI], A,= sup la,], .$=supla,l, AU=suPju,], (3.5) 
where the supremum is taken over all permissable values of the arguments. 
The functions f(t, x, y, U) and g(t, x, y, U) are twice continuously differen- 
tiable functions and satisfy the bounds 
F = sup If I, f-x = sup ILL Fy = sup If, I> F, = sup IS, I (3.6) 
Fx, = sup I fx, I, G=wIgl, etc. 
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The initial condition for the finite difference quation satisfies the bounds 
Cl < ul,m < c2 all n, m. (3.7) 
II. The mesh (3.3) satisfies the stability conditions 
(3.8) 
III. There exists a 6 > 0 such that 
9 < 6h, p<6h. (3.9) 
Note that II and III together imply 
(3.10) 
LEMMA 3.1. Under assumptions I and II the bound 
c,-(F,+G,+A)t~u~,,~c,+(F,+G,+A)t 
is satisfied for all k, n, m. 
(3.11) 
ProoJ First expand f and g using the mean value theorem so that 
f(k n + 1, m, us+,,,> = f(k n - 1, m, kl,,,,) + W#, f$m, m, ~kn+~,,J 
+ (4+,Jn - 4- ~,,M,k n - 1, m, &A (3.12) 
where Ei m , is an intermediate value between (n - l)q and (n + 1)q and p”,,, 
is an intermediate value between ui-i,,, and uk+ l,m. 
& nv m + 1, ui,,+d = dk n - 1, m, us,,-,) -t 2m,(k, n, I$,,, ~kn,~+,) 
+ (~k,,~+ 1 - d,,,- J g,(k, n, m - 1, &,A (3.13) 
where jr:;,,, is an intermediate value between (m - 1)p and (m + 1)p and 
c?l is an intermediate value between ui,,_, and ui,,,,. 
Substituting these expansions in the difference quation (3.4) one has 
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The coeffkients of uk+,,,,, u:-,,,,, etc., are non-negative and sum to one. 
Thus the bound (3.7) on the initial function implies 
c, - (F, + G, + A)h < u A,,,, < c2 + (Fx + G, + A)h. 
Iteration k = t/h times implies the conclusion. 1 
(3.15) 
Now let 
wl,m = 4,m - UL,m, & = u:,, - &-,. (3.16) 
LEMMA 3.2. If conditions I, II and III are satisfied, then for an arbitrary 
X one has 
lwk I 
pq< (1 + W,, +4,)1 r pq* 
X+6h 9 
lzk I +hG,, -Y pq* 
X%h P 
+hlXI 
I 
~F,,+G~,,+~G,,+A, , 
i 
(3.17) 
where Cx denotes summation over q 1 n I< X, p / m I< X and xx pq = IX I. 
Proof. Subtracting the equation for ui- ,,,, from the corresponding 
equation for u!Cj ,,,, one has 
uk+l-uk+l 
n,m n-l,m = f Nun,:,, - &J + (u:-l,, - u:-,,,) 
505/4811-b 
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-& {g(k n, m + 1, u~,~+J - g@, n .- 1, m + 1, ui-,,,+ ,)I 
+h{g(k,n,m- I,&,-,)-g(k,n- Lm- L&l.m-l)~ 
2P 
- h{a(k, n, m, u$,,> - 4k n - 1, m, ui-,,,)I. (3.18) 
Now expand the fimctionsf, g and a as follows: 
where al,, is an intermediate value between nq and (n + 1)q and &,, is an 
intermediate value between ut,,, and u,k, ,,,, ; 
g(k n, m + 1, ui,,,,) - g(k n - 1, m + 1, ~!i-,,,+~) 
where ~k~,,,,+~ is an intermediate value between (n - 1)q and nq and 
G,+1 is an intermediate value between u~-~+~+, and u:,~+, ; 
4% n, m, u:,,) - 4% n - 1, m, u!L,,,) 
= <d,, - km) %(k nT m, CfhJ 
+ w,(k 6- I,mT m, ui,,>. (3.21) 
where c,k-r,,, is an intermediate value between (n - 1 )q and nq and CL- ,,,, is 
an intermediate value between z&r,,, and u:,,,. 
Using (3.19~(3.21) along with definitions (3.16), Eq. (3.18) may be 
written in the form 
W k+lzWk n,m ntl,m $-~fuW9mJ!&)] 
[’ 
k 
+ Wn-1,m + &f@, n - 2, m, Pi-,,,) 
I 
+ wkm+, i--kg,(k,n- l,m+ 
4 2P 
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+*mL1,,+,,m+ L4,,+*) 
-&vG Y:-l.nNm - 1, &I-I>/ 
- hwk,,a,(k n - 1, m, C;t-,,,I - ka,(k ~i-,,~, m, $,>. (3.22) 
The terms involving f,. and g, may be expanded further as follows: 
= (al,m -~L,m)fxxK~,m~ 4+l,m) 
+ (4+l,m - U~-l.m)fxu(a~-2,m,~~-~,~)y (3.23) 
gx(Ll,m+lv m + 1, 4,m+l)- gx(Ll,m-lv m - 194d 
= %,m+l - ~f:-l,m-lkxx(4-1,m~ m + 1, 4i,m+1) 
+ 2P&,(Y~-,Jn-,~ %?I~ &I+,) 
+ (4,m+x - 4,m-lkxu(L.m-19 m - 1, &J (3.24) 
where indices which are unchanged throughout have been omitted and 
Lm 
k 
ch,, c&n 
G-,,m is an intermediate 
k 
Un-l,m 4+1.!TI 
&?I value between 
1 I/ 
k 
Yn-l,m-1 
and k 
Yn-l,m+1 
ehn 4,,-1 Ui.*+ 1 
m-l m+l 
Using (3.23) and (3.24) in (3.22), one has 
W k+lzWk n.m n+l,m f-%fuW~mJ~,m)] [ 
+ w:-l,rn [ 
f + &S,(k, n + 2, m,&-,,,,,I 
I 
+ w:,m+ 1[ 
l-&g 
4 2p” 
(k,n- l,m+ l,S”,- Lm+J] 
+ w:,m- 1 l+hg,(k,n- 
4 2P 
l,m- l,Bk- n d] 
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+ Ca~-l,,+l -&,,,-J gxxW-l,m~ m + 1, 4i,m+l>l 
+ 2P&L,(k YL,m-19 G,m 4,,+1) 
- hwk,,a,(k n + 1, m, Cl-,,,I - hqa,(k 4-1,,, m, u”,,,). (3.25) 
Now one may take absolute values using the stability condition to ensure 
that the coefficients of W: remain unchanged, divide by q and sum over n 
and m. The resulting inequality is 
c P4 
X 
+h 5- 14 ml 
Xzh 
pqd 
4 
A,+& c pq+A,. (3.26) 
X+Sh 
Recalling the definition of a;,,, we have the bound 
(3.27) 
Similarly, we have 
g Pq14+,,m-L,ml<2 x P&$.4 (3.28) 
c P4 I 
4,m+l -cn-II 
P 
<2n; pq!L!!. 
P 
(3.29) 
n,m n,m 
Substituting (3.27)-(3.29) into inequality (3.26) proves the lemma. I 
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By symmetry we have 
LEMMA 3.3. If conditions I, II and III are satisfied, thenfor an arbitrary 
X one has 
Id ml 
{l +h(G,,+A,)} x pq--- 
Xf8h P 
14 ml 
+hFw c P4--- 
Xt8h 4 
+hlXI +G,.,,+F,,++F,,+A, . I 
I I 
(3.30) 
Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 yields 
LEMMA 3.4. If conditions I, II and III are satisfied, then for an arbitrary 
X one has the following bound on the variation: 
T Kn -~~-l,,lP+lu~,,-u~,,-,lq} 
G~XP [i(F,, + F,w + G,, + G,,) t A,}t] 
x x ~I~~,,--~-I,,IP+l~,,,-~~,,_,l9} 
xtsh 
+ 1x1 + @‘xx t GJ t +@xx + FJ t F,,, + G,,) t A, t A,, 
I 
t. 
(3.3 1) 
ProoJ By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 one has 
x x ~PlJ4,,ltql4,,II 
X+6h 
(3.3 1) 
+hlXI 
I 
r(F,,tGygt~(FIXtGlr)tFXI+G17+AX+AT . I 
Let 
X+8&h 
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4 =.Fx,, +F,q, + G,, + G,, t 2A,, (3.33) 
bz = [t&x + G,,) + #xx + G,,) + Fxy + G,,) 
+ Ax + A yIPA* (3.34) 
Then (3.31) is equivalent o 
Mk+ I< (1 t b,hWf, t b,h 
so that Mk must be bounded by 
Mk<ebl’M,, tb,t 
and the conclusion follows. I 
An estimate for the variation in time is provided by 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let I, II and III be satisfied. Then for any k, > k, one has 
C pq lu& - ui;,) < eb1(k2-k3)M0 
x 
+&-Mb,+ (I;,+G,+4l41 
ProoJ Subtracting ui,,, from both sides of (3.14) one has 
(3.37) 
Uk+‘-uk 
n,m n,m = t”!i+ I,m - u!i,m ) [&&/.(k'"- lvmvLE,rn)] 
t (U:-,.m - Uk rt,m> [a + $f,(k, n - 1, m, R,m)] 
+ (uZ,m-1 - u",,m) f + $ g,(k, n, m - 1, Jt,,) 
I 
-hfx(k,a~,m,m,u~+,,m)--g,(k,n,~~,m,uk,,m+,) 
- ha(k, n, m, ui,,). (3.38) 
Summing over n and m yields the bound 
~P41"$~-uuX,,ml~6hx~h ~PIUkn,m~U~-l,ml+~lUkn,m~U~,m-~l} 
t h(F, t G, t A) IX/. (3.39) 
Iterating between k, and k, concludes the proof. I 
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Having obtained the necessary estimates of boundedness and bounded 
variation for the solutions u:,,, of the finite difference scheme (3.4), we may 
select a convergent subsequence from compactness arguments (see [ 1, 51). 
One may prove using the methods of Oleinik [2-4] that the limiting function 
u(t, x, y) is a solution to (3.2) and satisfies the given initial conditions. The 
results are summarized in 
THEOREM 3.1. If assumption I is satisJied and u,, is of bounded 
variation, then there exists a solution u(t, x, y) to the equation (in the region 
Q x IO, Tl) 
I 
[ucp, + fv, + m, - ad dx 4 dt + I urJ(x) rp(O, x)dx = 0 (3.40) t>o t=o 
subject to the initial condition 
40, x, Y) = uo(x, Y) (3.41) 
such that u is bounded and of bounded variation. 1 
Theorem 3.1 is generalized to higher dimensions in an obvious way. 
4. Existence of Solution 
We now consider the transformed equation (3.1) subject to initial 
condition (2.17). Given the assumption that u,(x, y) is of bounded variation 
(in x, y variables) one may show [l] that fo(x’, y’) is of bounded variation 
(in x’, y’ variables). Thus, applying Theorem 3.1, we find there exists a weak 
solution E(t, x’, y’) E SV(x’, y’) to Eq. (3.1) satisfying the initial condition 
(2.17). Now, defining 
u(t, x, Y) = Q(t, x’, y’), (4.1) 
it is clear from the results of Section 2 that u(t x, y) is a solution to (1.5) 
subject to initial data (1.2). The function u(t, x, y) is BV(x, y) and the 
variation depends only on the supremum of 1 v I ], 1 vz 1, I @, I and / G3, ] (see I for 
details). Hence we have the following 
THEOREM 4.1. If v’E Cm, v’. u’= 0 and v’ satisfy conditions A, B, C’ 
and D’, f and a are twice continuously dtflerentiable and u. is of bounded 
variation in J2, then there exists a solution u(t, x, y) to Eq. (1.5) which 
satisfies initial condition (1.2). Furthermore, the upper and lower bounds as 
well as the variation are uniformly bounded (with respect to 5, i.e., they 
depend only on the constants in conditions A, B, C’, D’). I 
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For v’(x) which is not smooth, one may mollify or regularize by means of 
a convolution to obtain a sequence G’(x) which has the property 
3 (x) -+ v’(x) in L’(R) as A-+0. (4.2) 
In addition, if v’ satisfies conditions A, B, C’ and D’ then v’ satisfies these 
conditions in the pointwise sense of derivatives (see I). Upon generalizing the 
results to the case where v’ satisfies C and D rather than C’ and D’ (see I), 
one has 
THEOREM 4.2. If 0’. v’= 0 and v’satisfy conditions A, B, C and D, and f 
is twice continuously d@erentiable and u,, is of bounded variation in Q, then 
there exists a solution u(t, x, y) to Eq. (1.5) which satisfies initial condition 
(1.2). The solution u is of bounded variation. 1 
PART 2 (SECTIONS 5-6) 
5. Transformation of System of Equations in 
The transformation 
also be applied to the 
Two-Dimensional Space 
of coordinates discussed in the previous sections may 
system of equations 
[V’(X)J;.(t, X, Ul,..., U,)] = aj(t, X, U1,..., U,) 
(j= 1 ,...,m; x E R *), 
(5.1) 
in the domain R c R*, subject o initial conditions 
U/(0, x> = q-a j = l,..., m. (5.2) 
The functions &, aj are assumed to be continuously differentiable. 
A weak solution C = (u , ,..., uj) to (5.1) is one which satisfies the equation 
I r>o[~j~l+fia.~~-aj~]dxdt+l uo(x)~(O,x)dx=O. (5.3) I=0 
For v’~ Cm, satisfying conditions A, B, C’, D’, and v’. v’= 0 one may 
use the results of Lemma 2.2 to show that a solution to (5.3) is equivalent o 
a solution to 
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+! I$‘(x’, y’) ~(0, x’, y’) dx’ dy’ = 0, t=o (5.4) 
for all q E C’ and j = l,..., m subject to the initial condition 
Iij(O, x’) = iqx’) = u;(x). (5.5) 
This system is essentially one-dimensional s y’ enters only as a parameter 
in the initial condition. Now suppose that u’ is divergence-free and satisfies 
conditions A, B, C’, D’ but is not smooth. If one can shown the existence of 
a solution to (5.4) which is of bounded variation, then one can show the 
existence of a solution of bounded variation to the n-dimensional problem 
(5.1). Indeed, let p = G*t b e the regularization of the function v’(x) with 
averaging kernel Jn,(?- <). Then, for each k there exists (by assumption) a 
solution iijk’(t, x”) to (5.4) which is of bounded variation in x” variables. By 
the results obtained earlier, the function uck)(t, Z) will be a solution to (5.1) 
and will also be of uniformly (i.e., bounded by constants in conditions A, B, 
C’, and D’) bounded variation in x’ variables. The variation will be 
uniformly bounded by constants in conditions A, B, C’, and D’. 
Hence, by the compactness arguments used earlier, one may extract a 
convergent subsequence from the sequence {u’~‘}. The limit of the sequence 
will then be a solution to Eq. (5.1). 
The results can then be generalized from C’, D’ to conditions C, D. 
6. Transformation of System of Equations in 
n-Dimensional Space 
We now consider a system of equations in an arbitrary dimensional space 
R”. For n > 2 we no longer have the explicit characterization of the transfor- 
mation of coordinates. We may, however, approach the problem in a more I 
abstract in a more abstract setting and prove the existence of a transfor- 
mation with properties which will suffice in extracting similar results for 
smooth v’. Let Q = {x = (x ,,..., x,): lxil <Xi}. 
The system of equations considered is 
2 + if * [V’(X)f;.(t, x, u1 )...) &>I = aj(t, X, U, ,..., U,) 
(6.1) 
(j = l,..., m;xE R”), 
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subject o intial conditions 
Uj(0, x) = u;(x) (j = l,..., m). 
We assume v’E C’(Wn), 
f.a=o, 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
and conditions A, C’ hold (i.e., each component is bounded above and 
below). The functions& and uj are assumed to be continuously differentiable. 
Let W be the transformation 
w: (x1 )...) XJ -+ (xi )...) xg, 
WS 
fax, - 
ax; 
ax2 
ax; 
ax n 
Lax; 
axI ax, - . . . - 
ax; ax:, 
ax --!! 
ax:, 
E [l?(l),..., iv].
We use the notation 
Wkj ~ Wk (j) = axdax,. 
Remark. As in the two-dimensional case, the condition 
v'.v'a,=ap/ax; 
is satisfied if and only if i?(l) = v’. 
A non-singular coordinate transformation is consistent, i.e., 
a2x, a%, -=- 
ax; ax; ax; ax; (all i, .i, k), 
or, using (6.5), 
a a 
-wkj=ax,! wki ax; (all i, j, k). 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
The following identity, which is a consequence of (6.6) and (6.7), will be 
the key to establishing some important properties of the coordinate transfor- 
mation. 
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LEMMA 6.1. If J is the Jacobian of a (non-singular) coordinate transfor- 
mation (6.4) such that G(‘) = v’, then 
v’. vs=Jv-. v‘. (6.9) 
ProoJ Applying the chain rule to the consistency relation (6.8) one has 
G(i) . v$~ = i;(j) . vGki. (6.10) 
The left-hand side of (6.9) is 
G*VS=C-V CS(~,)W,,~W~~~... wi,” , 
I I 
(6.11) 
L 
where the sum is over all permutations i, of (l,..., n) and s(ia) is the sign of 
the permutation. Expanding the gradient yields 
+ i3’” ’ (W*,l “* Wi,-,j-lWij+jj+l *‘* Wjn,)VGfjj + “’ 
+ $1) . (Will . . . Wi,-ln-*) vGinnl- (6.12) 
Now, using the identity (6.10), one may modify (6.12) into 
We examine the terms in (6.13) to eliminate cancellations. Consider the 
two arbitrary terms 
wi,l Wi2* “* wij-,j-l Wij+,j+ 1 “* Wi,nG(j) . VWij* 
and 
(6.14) 
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wil 1 wi22 .** Wijj ‘** Wi,-,&lWik+lk+] *.* Wi,nW 
‘(k) . vi+, 
= wi,lwi22 *** WijjWik~~k-lWi~+~k+l “* Wi,n 
[ 
a a 
x Wilk~Wixl + .” + wikkK wikl + 
a 
+ ‘** + Wi,kKWi,* 
1 
* 
Note that (6.14) contains the term 
a 
t Wijk Bx, wik I 
(6.15) 
a 
wi11wi22 ‘** Wijmlj-lwij+,j+l *** Wikk *** Wi,nWikjeWijl, 
axik 
(6.16) 
while (6.15) contains the term 
a 
wi,l wi*2 *‘* wijj”’ WikmI&lWik+lk+* ‘*’ Wi,nWi~k~Wi~I’ 
a+ 
(6.17) 
If we interchange ij with i,, these terms are identical. An exchange of two 
terms changes the sign of the permutation. Hence the terms (6.16) and (6.17) 
vanish in the sum over i,. The only terms which survive are those of the 
type 
a 
wi,lwi22a" Wij-,j-lWij+,j+l **' Wi,~Wi.j~Wijl* J axi. I 
Collecting all such terms, one has 
i7.V3=Cs(iJwi11 S-V winn &~~,,+-a. +&win, 
‘0 [ ‘I ‘” I 
= F . $I) )J s(i,) wi,, e.0 wiun 
i 
=JT.g ; 
COROLLARY. Let 6”’ = i? then 
aJ=c v’i=o 
ax; * 
if and only ifG - iT= 0. 1 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
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We now show the existence of a transformation satisfying (6.6). Let p be 
the inverse of the transformation W described by (6.4), i.e., 
p’(x’) = x. (6.21) 
By an earlier remark (6.6) is equivalent o the equation 
ax 
-= 
ax; v' 
or, in an alternative form, 
$ F-(x/> = v’[ jqx’)]. 
I 
(6.22) 
This is just an ordinary differential equation for the motion of the point p’ in 
(n - 1)-dimensional space y = (x; ,..., x;) as a function of time t z xi. For 
such an equation one may prove the following Picard-Lindenlof theorem 
[Il. 
THEOREM 6.1. For yE I?“-‘, tE R, let v’= C(t, y): R”+ R” be 
uniformly Lipshitz continuous. Then the equation 
(6.24) 
subject to initial condition 
No, Y> =p’oo(Y>, (6.25) 
has a unique solution which depends continuously on the initial data. i 
Thus there exists an invertible transformation which satisfies (6.6). This 
transformation is now applied to the system of Eqs. (6.1). In the weak form, 
the equations are written 
?JzD[~,sr+J;C~V$--a~~]dxdt+~ ujo(x)q(O,x)dx=O 
I=0 
(all cp E CA). (6.26) 
In the transformed coordinates (6.26) is 
i 
[ujp,+Jv’. VG-ajq]Jdx’dt+j zi$(x’)p(O,x’)Jdx’=O, (6.27) 
f>O f=O 
where zTj(t, x’) = uj(t, x), etc. 
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Using the property (6.6) Eq. (6.27) is simplified into 
I 
t>O [2TIV1t+~V)xi-IfjV)]JdX'dt+j ts’,(X’)~(O,X’)JdX’=O. (6.28) 
t=o 
Now J is independent of time and, from the corollary to Lemma 6.1 and 
the condition that v’ is divergence-free, it is independent of xi. Hence one 
may write 
I,,, [ts,(@)t + &(@),f - rf/(@)] dx’ dt + j u’j,(x’)[@I(oT x’)] dx’ = O 
t=o 
(6.29) 
for all rp E Ci. 
Since the Jacobian is a non-zero C’ function, we may write (6.29) as 
for all rp E Ci. If (6.30) is valid upon integration by x, only, then it will 
remain valid after integration by x2,..., x,. The results are summarized as 
follows. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let v’E C*(lR”) such that u’ satisfies conditions A and C’ 
and v’ . u’= 0. Let J;.(t,x, u), a,(& x, u) be continuously difirentiable. If the 
equation 
i t>o [2TI(Ot+~V)XI-~jCD]dX’dt+( Uio(X’)~(O,X’)dX;=O 
(6.3 1) 
t=o 
has a local solution satisfying the initial condition 
zlj(O, x’) = u,(O, x) = u?(x), (6.32) 
then (6.1) has a weak local solution given by 
u(t, x) = qt, x’) (6.33) 
which satisfies the initial condition (6.2). 1 
Thus the question of existence for a system of equations of the type (6.1) 
in n spatial dimensions with initial conditions (6.2) is reduced to the one- 
dimensional 
$ iij + -& f(t, x; .*a x;, 22 ,,..., ti,) = aj(t, x; ,...) x;, 22, )...) i&J 
I 
(j = I,..., m), (6.34) 
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subject to initial condition (6.32). The variables xi,..., XL are just parameters 
which enter into the equations through the initial conditions. 
THEOREM 6.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2, if the solution ti to 
Eqs. (6.34) is of bounded variation then so is the solution u [given by (6.33)] 
to Eq. (6.1). 
ProoJ If ii is assumed to be of bounded variation then there exists a 
sequence of mollified functions z? which converge in L, to I and which have 
uniformly bounded variation. If we let 
uyt, x) f iiqt, x’) (6.35) 
then the variation of u” is given by 
< 2n SUP{ Wij, J-’ } /I grad’ u*(t, x’)I dx’. (6.36) 
Hence there exists a sequence of Cm function d(t, x) which converge to 
u(t, x) in L ’ as a direct consequence of the definitions) having uniformly 
bounded variation. Consequently, u(t, x) is of bounded variation. 1 
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